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Ecology and transparency
for indoor paints
Swiss paint industrie introduces new ecolabel
The paints are now classified on the basis of understandable criteria, such as whether they are thinnable with
water or with solvent, whether they contain any VOCs or
none at all, whether they are free from allergens or hazardous substances, and their fitness for purpose. A ‘Class
A’ paint, for instance, must meet considerable minimum
requirements concerning fitness for purpose (as determined by wet scrubbing resistance and hiding power)
that take into account the interval between repainting
and also paint consumption.
The Swiss paints industry has devised a new ecolabel that will bring transparency to the market for
indoor wall and ceiling paints. The label categorizes
all paints into different classes on the basis of environmental performance and fitness for purpose.

Comparable at a glance

The new Swiss eco-label is issued by the Schweizer Stiftung Farbe (Swiss Paints Foundation). Its mission is to
create a broad-based, all-embracing eco-label, which is
monitored and awarded by an independent body. A nonprofit organization, it is funded by contributions from parhoosing from the vast array of coating materials
ticipating paint manufacturers, who label the
on offer is a daunting task for indoor paint
products themselves. However, a techniprocessors and consumers alike.
cal committee of experts conducts
There are so many different eco-labels
random checks to ensure that the
and requirements around that conftungfarbe.o
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sumers usually have great diffiThe objectivity of these checks is
culty making an informed deciensured by the involvement of
sion about what product they
prestigious institutions.
need. This prompted the Swiss
The purpose of the Swiss ecopaints industry over two years
label is to bring clarity to the
ago to devise an eco-label for
indoor paints market, which is
indoor paints that would be
flooded with all kinds of differeasy to understand. It soon
ent labels. It utilizes evaluation
enlisted the support of the
criteria that already form the
Swiss Federal Office for the Enze
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vironment (Bafu), before bringing
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used by industry. Unlike those laon board the Swiss Homeowners
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bels, however, the Swiss eco-label
Association, the Swiss-German Paintis awarded not just to a few products
er’s Association and its French-language
made by a given manufacturer, but to all of
counterpart, and the two universities of
them. This means that the consumer can compare
Esslingen and Rapperswil, and the Association of
all of a manufacturer’s products at a glance.
Trade Paint Dealers.
Participation in the eco-label scheme is voluntary, but
the main players in the Swiss paints market have already
Classification in seven categories
committed to classifying all their products over a transition period of 2 years. Already, the Swiss eco-label has
The Committee for Technology and Ecology (KTÖ) of the
a market reach of about 85% of indoor trade paints. The
Association of the Swiss Paints and Coatings industry
next step is to widen the classification to include the DIY
(VSLF) created a technical classification system based on
market. The long-term goal is to extend the eco-label to
established rating systems, such as that used for electriother product groups, e.g., lacquers and varnishes for use
cal appliances. It even adopted the same 7-stage A to G
indoors or for architectural paints. An innovative sector,
classification, with Class A paints satisfying the highest
the Swiss paints industry believes that embracing ecoldemands. The eco-label was introduced to the public in
ogy and transparency for its customers is one way of
early 2012 and is now found on many products for the
meeting its obligations towards the environment.
Swiss professional paints market.
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